
NEW VOICES IN CHEMISTRY

T
he number of protein crys-

tal structures has been growing
exponentially. These structures
provide detailed insight into
active-site structures of

enzymes and significantly improve our
understanding of enzyme function. Last
year, about 3,000 new structures were
added to the “protein data bank,” about
10% of which were considerably different
from previous structures—that is,
“new folds.” Much effort has been
devoted to the synthesis of low-molec-
ular-weight mimics; this effort has con-
tributed to the mechanistic under-
standing of parent enzymes but has not
led to much practical use.

In some recent cases, however—
mainly reactions of limited complex-
ity mediated by metalloenzymes—this
approach has led to new catalysts with
obvious potential as synthetic tools
and pharmaceuticals. One such exam-
ple is a mimic of the copper enzyme
galactose oxidase, which catalyzes the
aerobic oxidation of primary alcohols
to aldehydes with formation of hydro-
gen peroxide. The mechanism is well-
understood: An unusual copper(II)-tyro-
syl-radical species plays a key role. T. D. P.
Stack and Karl Wieghardt independently
developed simple copper(II)-phenoxyl-
radical complexes that catalyze the
smooth, selective conversion of various
alcohols to aldehydes. In the best case,
this reaction takes place with thousands
of turnovers simply by stirring a solution
of the catalyst in the alcohol substrate in
air at room temperature. The compounds
are of interest as environmentally benign
catalysts for the selective oxidation of
alcohols and the production of hydrogen
peroxide from dioxygen. 

How would a low-molecular-weight
mimic—which displays enzymelike cat-
alytic properties under physiological con-
ditions—act in a living organism? The
group of Dennis P. Riley and Daniela
Salvemini at MetaPhore Pharmaceuticals
recently answered this question. They syn-
thesized a fully functional mimic of a man-

ganese-containing superoxide dismutase.
This enzyme very efficiently catalyzes the
decomposition of superoxide, a radical
anion that is involved in inflammatory
damage and in cell death on myocardial or
cerebral infarct. Based on computer mod-
eling of structure/activity relationships, a
macrocyclic manganese(II) complex was
developed that is 60-fold smaller than the
native enzyme but has comparable cat-

alytic activity. The complex has very potent
anti-inflammatory and cytoprotective
activity in rats. In view of its pharmaceu-
tical applications, the mimic would have
significant advantages over the enzyme,
such as lack of immunogenic response and
improved access to cells.

It would be interesting to have com-
pounds that display enzymelike activity in
vivo for other physiologically important
reactions, such as phosphoryl transfer,
which is fundamental to metabolism, sig-
nal transduction, and nucleic acid pro-
cessing. Whereas some metal complexes
catalytically cleave RNA and cyclic
nucleotides, a major in vivo complication
would be inactivation by free phosphate,
which is present in millimolar concentra-
tions and strongly competes with the sub-
strate for metal binding. Another challenge
is the nonenzymatic, solvolytic cleavage of
unactivated alkyl phosphoesters, repre-
sented, for instance, by DNA and phos-
pholipids. Various enzymes involved in

DNA processing (certain nucleases and
DNA polymerases) were proposed to use
a common mechanism involving two diva-
lent metal ions. We recently found that a
complex with two correctly positioned
copper(II) ions operates by the same mech-
anism. This compound is the first catalyst
for the transesterification of simple
dialkylphosphates under mild conditions.

Vanadium-containing haloperoxidases
catalyze the conversion of halide ions by
hydrogen peroxide to aggressive oxidants.
Some of these enzymes also are capable of
oxygenating organic substrates (thioethers)
by including them in a hydrophobic pocket
in appropriate orientation relative to a reac-
tive V(V)-peroxide species. This inspired
us to use vanadium complex catalysts with
hydrophobic groups for the monohydrox-
ylation of aromatics to phenols with hydro-

gen peroxide in water. We screen
libraries of ligands carrying appropri-
ate substituents to find hydrophobic
microenvironments that induce high
reactivity and product selectivity. For
high-throughput synthesis and kinetic
screening of catalysts in this and other
projects, we use an individually con-
figured robotic workstation. Direct
selective monohydroxylation of aro-
matics is an attractive goal in the syn-
thesis of both fine and bulk chemicals
(such as phenol); the major limitation
of catalytic processes is poor product
selectivity as a result of overoxidation.

As the number of enzyme crystal
structures grows, more and more “cat-

alytic secrets” of enzymes are being uncov-
ered. For chemists, such discoveries open
up a rich pool of lead structures, which may
serve as models for the development of
prototypical synthetic analogues, given
that the enzymatic mechanism is of limited
complexity. Screening the effects of struc-
tural variations—with the aid of compu-
tational methods or by direct testing of
libraries using high-throughput tech-
niques—is a powerful approach for
improving the performance of bioinspired
catalysts and optimizing them for specific
applications.
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